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NEW QUESTION: 1
For manageability purposes, you have been told to add a "count" instance variable to a critical
JSP Document so that a JMX MBean can track how frequent this JSP is being invoked.
Which JSP code snippet must you use to declare this instance variable in the JSP Document?
A. <jsp:scriptlet.declaration>int count = 0;<jsp:scriptlet.declaration>
B. <%! int count = 0; %>
C. <jsp:declaration.instance>int count = 0;<jsp:declaration.instance>
D. <jsp:declaration>int count = 0;<jsp:declaration>
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following sequences describe a part of a sales process?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Quotation --> Warehouse Order --> Post goods issue --> Invoice
B. Cash sales --> Delivery --> Post goods issue --> Invoice --> Post financial accounting
C. Delivery --> Post goods issue --> Invoice --> Invoice cancellation
D. Invoice --> Invoice correction request --> Post goods issue --> Invoice
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer configured a Cisco AireOS controller with two TACACS+ servers. The engineer
notices that when the primary TACACS+ server fails, the WLC starts using the secondary server
as expected, but the WLC does not use the primary server again until the secondary server fails
or the controller is rebooted. Which cause of this issue is true?
A. DNS query is disabled
B. Fallback is enabled
C. DNS query is enabled
D. Fallback is disabled
Answer: D

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Outsourced software can be developed by an organization within the country of use or
developed in another country. Which of the following is a difference associated with software
developed by an organization in another country?
A. Training and deployment may be difficult
B. Non-testable requirements
C. Cultural differences
D. Customer standards may not be met
E. Missing requirements
Answer: C
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